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EDWIN DAVIS.

Vo!. XXXVII.

Mr. Edwin Davis died, after a short illness, on Wednesday,
July 12th, and it is difficult to express what the School and his

many friends have lost by his death.

He was Senior Master after thirty years of service here; he
was in charge of the Science and Army sides; he had a genius for
teaching and he was an organiser of very great ability: but to say
this is to suggest only a part of what his loss means.

To his many past and present pupils, to many boys who never
met him in the classroom, to his fellow-masters and his numerous
friends, "Ben" Davis stands for much more than this. He had,
in exceptional degree, the power of evoking the confidence and
friendship of all who knew him: his kindliness and outstanding
common-sense, the friendliness with which he met anyone who
came to him for counsel or for company, the breadth of his
interests and the depth of his" humanity," gave him a very
special place in the affections of all who knew him..

Of few men would it be truer to say that he had no enemies

and of few Shirburoians th::tt his absence will be more widely or

for longer felt.
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SCHOOL NOTES.

The following have been presented with School Colours:-

1ST XI.

June 11 K. E. Meredith (g) July 2 C. Bell (g)

" 23 D. R. Morgan (g) " 8 J. D. Watney (c)
.. 29 J. T. A. Wilson (a) O. Clarke (j)

2ND XI.

June 11 D. R. Morgan (g) July 18 H.J.W. Meakin (d)
J. T. A. Wilson (a) A. K. C. Nation (g)

July 2 A. V. Williams (d) W. D. Dowdeswell (h)
D. E. B. Harris (h) M. G. McComas (g)

July 18 N. S. P. Baron (a) C.W. A. Murray (b)

COLTS' CAPS.

June28 Shirley-Price mi. (g) July 2 Harris tert. (g)
Eldridge (b)

"
18 Robinson mi. (b)

Lilley (a) Peters ma. (g)
Hutton (g)

"
20 Connor(g)

Walker quart. (a) Worth (a)

July 2 Wilkinson (g) Hastings (a)

Bannerman (g) Gordon (a)

Muriel (g) Lake (a)

GYM. COLOURS.

July 3 J. A. Lochore (c)
J. O. B. Young (c)
A. W. Young (a)

SHOOTING VIII.

July 11 H. A. C.James (c)
" 19 E. L. Hancock (h)

F. J. Kidner (b)
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CLASS LEADERS'

A. R. Whately-Smith (a)

T. B. de la P. Beresford (a)

J. W. L. Kemp (a)
J. A. Lochore (c)
H. R. G. Brymer (d)
B. J. Russell (j)

BADGES.

E. S. Smith (j)
A. F. Coombe (j)
R. H. Wheatley (g)
J. H. Fyson (g)
J.W.T.Whymper (h)

The results of certain School Prizes were announced at Commem-
oration. The results of the others were printed in our last number.

Latin Prose... H. L. B. Sheridan (a)

Wildman Latin Prose G. N. May (d)

English Essay }
English Verse P.J. M.Anderson (a)
Bowen History
Greek Verse C. E. A. Whyte (g)

There are several activities of which we would have given an
account had it been possible: the Sports, held in the last week of
term; various swimming events; and lawn-tennis and squash
competitions which will not be finished until the very end of term.
The 1st XI Retrospect has also had to be held over until our next

number.

The VIII was sixth in the Ashburton Shield at Bisley, and second
in the Country Life. We congratulate them on a fine performance.
An account appears on another page.

The Conduit on the Parade in Cheap Street has been presented
by the Governors to the Town.

Entrance Scholarships are awarded as foHows:

Open Scholarships of £80:-
R. J. C. Atkinson (R. M. Chadwick, Esq., Forres, Swanage).
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A. J. \Veatherhead (E. F. Stokes, Esq., St. Dunstan's, Burnham
on-Sea).

C. Chettle 0. A. Rannie, Esq., Vlest Hayes, Winchester).

Open Scholarships of various amounts :-
A. H. Campbell (e. H. Ransome, Esq., West Hill, Titchfield,

Hants, and Sherborne School).
A. D. Shirreff (R. Corbett, Esq., The Old Malthouse, Langton

Matravers, Dorset).
A. L. A. Tasker (I'. C. Phipps, Esq., Dane Court, Parkstone,

Dorset).

M. L. Watts (A. E. Lynam, Esq., Dragon School, Oxford).
W. J. Kenny (G. Meakin, Esq., Pembroke Lodge, Southbourne,

Bournemouth).

Hodgson Exhibitions (for sons of Clergy) :-

C. F. M. Baldwin (T. P. Marsden, Esq., S. Michael's College,
Tenbury, \Vorcs'.).

F. V. Hodge 0. A. Zair, Esq., The Knoll, Woburn Sands,
Bletchley).

W. H. J. Hogg (The Rev. A. \V. Hooper, St. Neots, Eversley,
Hants).

D. S. Apps (The Misses Viviall and CherriII, St. Petroc's, Bude,
N.CornwaJl).

O:I.C.

DRILL COMPETITION, 1933.

The Drill Competition was held this year on June 30th, and was
judged by Officers and the R.S.M. from the Depot of the Dorsetshire
Regiment. The conditions of the competition were the same as

last year.
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J.H.R.

Total
Pt. III
Oral

The only part of the competition about which an onlooker can
form an opinion is the squad drill. In this there were far more
mistakes made than there should have been, both by squad instructors
and by men in the ranks. A notable exception was the winning
squad, belonging to No. 8 Platoon (Parry-Jones'). The marching on
the whole was very good, though No. 5 Platoon (Ross') deservedly

lost marks from stepping too short. This was a pity, because the
remainder of their work appeared to be very good.

The judges expressed their opinion that on the whole the standard
of work was satisfactory. I should like to express the thanks of
the Contingent to them for coming over.

The result of the competition was :-
Pt. 1 Pt. II

Inspection Drill

l. No. 8 Platoon (b) 72i- 87 61 220i
2. No. 1 "

(a) 66t 79 60! 206
3. No. 5 "

(g) 69! 68 64- 201t
4. No. 3

"
(j) 71 70 48 189

5. No. 4
"

(c) 64- 65 56 185
6. No. 2 "

(a) 68 65 49t 172t
7. No.7

"
(h) 64- 47 56 167

8. No. 6
"

(d) 60 42 42 144

EXTRACTS FROM THE INSPECTING OFFICER'S REPORT ON

THE ANNUAL O.T.C. INSPECTION.

Drill. Good. Non-commissioned officers gave their orders

clearly and distinctly, and knew their drill.

Weapon Traitling. Very good. The contingent has been
handicapped by lack of facilities in connection with an open range.
Cadet instructors had plenty of self-confidence.

Manreuvre. The Inspecting Officer set a simple tactical exercise

without troops on the evening previous to the inspection, which was
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attended by all platoon commanders. He was struck by the interest

displayed both in the exercise itself and in the discussion afterwards.

Discipline. Very good. Cadets all seemed keen and were
steady on parade.

Turn-out. Satisfactory.

Arms and Equipment. Satisfactory and well-kept ill an
excellent Armoury.

Gelleral Remarks. A very good contingent. The Inspecting
Officer found very little to criticise.

SHOOTING.

REVIEW OF THE SEASON 1933.

This was the best VIII that the School has had for some years.
It was steady as a whole, and included an unusually large number
of really good and experienced shots. So it was not surprising that
the team did well at Bisley. Our place in the Ashburton Shield

competition was sixth out of seventy-eight schools competing, a very

fine achievment. 'Ne had very much the same side last year when
we took fifteenth place, and it was gratifying to find such a decided
improvement as a comparison of figures shows. Last year the

average team aggregate in matches was 453, this year it was 467,
and only once did the score fall below 460. As six of the present
team will be still at Schaol next year, we can look forward with

some confidence.
At the beginning of the season conditions for practice were

difficult. The Territorial Association decided at a most inconvenient
moment to repair the decaying Crackmore range. So we were
dri ven to pastures new in a meadow near Yeovil, where there is a
picturesque ruin of a range. Shooting there is not easy. In the first
place it is a long way for the cyclist on a hot afternoon; then there
are the thistles on the firing points, and the shadows on the targets,
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which provide alternative and misleading aiming marks for the novice.

The cows too are of a particularly obstmate and morbid breed. Lastly,
there is the target apparatus itself, which (to quote the Secretary)
might have been speciaIIy designed by \\'. Heath Robinson for the
encouragement of suicide among markers. Even on the 500 yards
firiug point it was clear what the Sergeant-Major thought about it.

However. the Yeovil range had one great merit; it made
concentration essential, and the month which we spent there did
nobody any harm. We are grateful to the Yeovil Territorials for
allowing us to use it.

'Ne returned to Crackmore-I~epaired in the middle of June, and
continued practice with a steady improvement until Bisley. The
team also fired six side-by-side matches at home and away. and won
five of them by comfortable margins, only losing to Marlborough,

who beat us with a very good score.

Competition for places in the side was very keen, but the best
VIII was found eventually; though, if Round-Turner ma. had
remained fit. he would almost certainly have been chosen. In the
early part of the season he showed most promising form.

Carr-ElIison, the captain, quite recovered his 1931 form, and shot
consistently well. His good scores were an excellent example to the
rest of the team. Lloyd ma., the secretary. did a lot of hard work,
but did not shoot quite so steadily as last year. At his best he is
very good indeed, and his "possible" at MarIborough was a fine effort.

but at present he is a little afraid of ZOO yards. \Vood without
question wag the best shot of the year, and deservedly won both the
Marksman's Cup and the N.R.A. medal. He very seldom failed to
make a reaIIy high score. Leigh-Clare was dependable and knew
his own faults, which is an important matter. James soon made
quite certain of the place which unkind Fate denied him last year
and the year before. Tata took a long time to find his form, and is

stilI a little inconsistent. but he can shoot really well on his day.
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Hancock started badly, but a change of rifle gave him the

confidence which was all he needed. Kidner's shooting still suffers

at times from lack of concentration, but he has the makings of a shot.

Of the others, Swan and Hunter were both too erratic, and had
to be content with the position of reserves. In a year of less competi
tion they would both probably have got into the side.

Anderson and Humphreys-Davies were the Cadet Pair. The

former had the distinction of being the only one of those chosen for
Bisley who had not shot on the open range before this year. He
was included in the VIII on several occasions, and did very well
indeed for his first season. Humphreys-Davies also deserves praise

for having overcome a natural dislike for the rifle.

Throughout the season the whole side has shown great keenness
and determination,which augurs well for the future of School shooting.

The team travelled to Bisley on the morning of July 11th. Soon
after our arrival we had our first experience of the wretched weather

which spoiled Ashburton day. It is difficult to imagine anything
more unpleasant than shooting in a downpour of rain, but we had to

do it on two out of the three days we were at Bisley. On the
Wednesday our allotted periods on the range came between showers.
In spite of the damp, however, the scores in practice were good

enough to give us confidence.

On Thursday, the 13th, the Cadet Pair began the business of the
day with a useful 59 in the first stage of their Trophy. The VIII
followed and started well enough. Then came an unpleasant flock
of magpies to annoy the second pair, and things did not look quite

so promising. lames and Wood, however, shot well, and our aggre
gate for 200 yards was 226. At this stage Winchester led with 239,

Marlborough and Glenalmond being close behind. Our own score
was not quite so good as we had hoped, but the shooting in the after

noon made ample compensation. The first pair soon found the bull

I

i
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H.E.

and stayed there; the others followed their lead so well that we
scored 245. This was the highest score but one for the distance and
gave us 471 and sixth place in· the whole shoot. Glenalmond,
probably enjoying familiar northern conditions, went right away to
win the Shield with 487, and the Country Life Trophy (in which we

were second) with 251. But considering the number of Schools

competing (78) we had good reason to be satisfied with our
performance.

The Cadet Pair did not do quite so well in the afternoon, but
with their total of 114 were certainly in the first twenty.

Wood represented the School in the Spencer-Mellish Cup and

scored 32, the winning score being 34.

It only remains to congratulate the Sergeant-Major on winning

the a.T.C. Staff competition with the high score of 66 out of 70, a

most suitable reward for his hard work on the range during this and
other seasons.

THE ASHBURTON SHIELD.

Sighter 200 yards Total Sighter 500 yards Total Score

Sgt. T.R.T.Carr-Ellison (b) 4 3 4 5 5 5 4 4 30 2 5545545 33 63

Cdt. D. A. Lloyd (a) 4 4534333 25 3 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 33 58

J. B. Wood (a) 2 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 33 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 31 64

Lie H. H. J. Leigh-Clare (c) 4 3444444 27 5 4545544 31 58

Cdt. J. R. D. Tata (c) 4 543 344 3 26 5 345 5 4 4 4 29 55

H. A. C. James (c) 4 4 5 5 4 5 3 5 31 5 4554554 32 63

LIe E. L. Hancoek (h) 3 3353545 28 5 4455443 29 57

"
F. J. Kidner (b) 4 4343354 26 5 4444542 27 .53

226 245 471

CADET PAIR.

Lie Humphreys-Davies (c)

Cdt. Anderson (g)

4 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 30

5 5 4 3 4 4 5 4 29

59

2 3 5 4 3 4 5 4 28 58

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 27 56

55 114
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Prizes were won in the Gale and Polden competition at Bisley

by Wood, Leigh-Clare, Kidner and Swan (h).

The N .R.A. medal was won by Wood with 64-.
The Cadet Pair medal was won by Anderson (g) with 61.
The Remainder medal was won by Francis (c) with 56.

SlDE-BY-SIDE MATCHES.

Date. Opponents. Result. 200. 500. Total. Agst.

June 16 Marlborough Lost 233 232 465 487

.. 17 Canford ... Won 233 240 473 449

July 1 1st Minesweeping Flotilla Won 227 244 471 400

3 4th Dorsets (Gillingham) Won 246 235 481 431

.. 15 1st Minesweeping Flotilla Won 234 249 483 390

TABULATED RESULTS.
VIII. CADET PAIR.

Postal Matches Side-hy-side Postal Matches Side-by-side
Won. Lost. Won. Lost. Won. Lost. Won. Lost.

15 9 4 10 10 1 1
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COMMEMORATION.
Commemoration is a most invariable festival, and it is not easy

to distinguish one from another in the memory. Some have no

character; some are memorable for an outstanding blunder al the
General Inspection, some for a fine sermon in the Abbey, some for
a particularly amusing though prolonged excursion, some for fine
weather, some for bad. This year it was no insult to say that
Commemoration was just quietly successful. It was not remarkable
in any way, yet we are sure that everyone enjoyed it. The weather,

which had been splendid earlier in the week, just failed to stay the
course, and rain was falling steadily when the audience were wanting
to leave the Gym. after the "Mikado" on Friday night. On Saturday
morning it was still weeping gently, though not hard enough 10 stop
the P.T., and by the afternoon it had cleared up again very nicely for

the cricket match. Those who were out of Sherborne on Sunday saw
the sun, but those who weren't, didn't. So much for the weather.
The other thing which makes us remember Commemoration is the
pleasantly large number of Old Shirburnians who paid us a visit.

There were many more about the place than usual, and we were
very glad to see them.

The functions themselves, of which larger accounts will be found
in the following pages, were the same as before. The General
Inspection was held on Friday morning. The Inspecting Officer,

Colonel C. T. Tombs, D.S.a., M.C., Assistant Adjutant-General at the
War Office, gave us a very favourable report, of which some extracts

are printed elsewhere.

On the same afternoon the match against the O.SS. was begun,
and there was a large crowd of parents and boys to watch it. The

first performance of "The Mikado" was given that evening, and we

must here add our own appreciation of Mr. House's and l\Jr. Picton's

production, which was, as everyone agreed, a really excellent show.
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Next morning the familiar P.T. demonstration was carried out again

by a large proportion of the School. Probably this was not quite so

good as usual; but it is some time since it was done in such

depressing circumstances, and many of the discs were quite hidden

by the pools of water. The demonstration was taken by the Head of

the School. Speeches followed in the Big School room. The

Prologue, written by the winner of the English Verse prize, and

recited by the Head of the School, is printed below in full. After

the recitation by the winner, M. H. R. Pertwee (a), of the set piece
for the Barnes Elocution prize (Shelley's" The Cloud ") there came

the Headmaster's speech, and after him the Chairman of the

Governors rose, and amidst great acclamations, lived up to his
reputation by asking for two half-holidays. The Abbey was crowded

for the Commemoration service at 12 o'clock. The preacher was the

Rev. Canon H. \V. Blackburne, D.s.a., M.C. More cricket in the
afternoon and another and even better performance of "The Mikado"

in the evening brought this year's Commemoration to a very happy

end.

PROLOGUE

(recited by P. 1\1. S. ALLEN, Head of the School)

I AM the Prologue and the School my stage;

The Curtain lifts, Behold your Shining Goal:

Here lie displayed the piled up age on age

\Vhich make us One, your host, a corporate whole;

Your Serious Errand has this end to seek,

You wish to watch, to comment and to praise,

Now is the Time for you to pause and speak,

Your Lot the critics' part, while our's the play·s.

And yet no seriousness is so profound

But JUNE will banish it; no Brow so stern

But will relax when, word by word, you learn

What Frolic Treasures here can still be found,
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(a) How Dian's huntress note has filled the Courts,
Silenus stolen through in Don's Disguise,
How Some have humorously Won a Prize
And Others, no Less Funny, bear report5

Displaying Masters' Wit in Exclamations.
E'en YOU YOURSELVES some Chance Amusement bring,
With filial Joy we watch You, as yOll fling

Proud Challenges at Fiercely-Fond Relations:
, My Boy was Top' 'My Son is Six Foot Three'

'The Housemaster asked Charlie-twice-to Tea.' .
SO, HAIL, dear Travellers from a Distant Shore,

Forget the' Outlook,' the Financial Times,
Hitlerian Gibes disturbing northern climes,
The newly-rich, the stiIl-more-newly-Poor;

From Politics (and Petulance) abstain,

From Speculations and Financial Larks-

The only Marx We search for are full marx,
The only thing they Tax here is the Brain.

Hail, also, Chairman Sir; aloof, august

And yet I deem a god with Human Heart,
How often in Be-nevolence's part
Your-Hand bestows-and \Vill Again, I trust.

Of Your Far-Reaching Kindness they relate
(b) That you, at least, are MASTER OF YOUR FETE.

lc) You, Sir, a Second Eahlstan we acclaim,

\Varrior and Priest, and now a Sovereign's Friend,

As He who, by the Purling Parret, came

With \Vord and Sword his Country to Defend.

And You, Fair Sirs, the rulers, nay the Stars,

Of this our Firmament, we bid You' Hail';

Though hidden as you are by mystic veil

We recognise you often by your Cars

119
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And know you by your Kindness. Here, 'tis meet,

We sit in rev'rence due about Your Feet.
These Then, the Royal and the Rich proclaimed,

Royal in Race and doubly Rich in Heart-
Those \Vho, Long since, SHIRBURNIANS have been named,

Those Who have Lately taken up her Part,
The Visitors, the Hosts together sit
While JUNE goes on behind the window-panes
Here tender we the wonder and the wit
Of close and hall, tradition, the remains .
Of ancient Lore-the Fresh, the startling New

Here work and leisure, Toil and Cheer you see
Here, with Full Arm, we offer up to you

This golden thing, this Youth's Epitome...

Eager we give our arm, and for these days
Time is deposed, and All is Young and Fair,
As young as Truth the measure of your praise,
Sincere as noon, and prodigal as air-

But I wear out the Time that should be Gay,
So Prologue goes-and, going, cries' THE PLAY!'

(a) The Blackmore Vale Hunt meets annually in the School Courts,
(b) A Fete was recently held in the Castle Grounds-and with it went

the usual accompaniment of a half-holiday.
(c) The Rev. Canon H. W. Blackburne', D.S.O., M.C. Bishop Eahlstan

defeated the Danes at the mouth of the River Parret.

MATCH v. O.SS.

FRIDA Y AND SATURDAY, JUNE 23RD AND 24TH (Drawn).

The School won the toss and fielded first. A first wicket stand

of over 60 runs by D. Evans and T. Fenwick was followed by a
steady collapse, E. F. Rawlins being the only batsman to stay in any

time. The innings closed for 141. The School were dismissed for
113, only P.]. Smith and C. Bell showing any confidence against
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the O.S. bowlers. of whom D. Evans and F. M. Turnbull were the
best. In their second ilinings the O.SS. reversed their batting order

and some light-hearted batting was seen. F. M. Turnbull and R.].
Brown hit the School bowling very hard and were not out when the
0.55. declared at 74 for five. The School were left with an hour
and a half in which to make 102, and failed by 4 runs. P. J. Smith,
B. H. D. Robinson and C. Bell batted well, while B. H. Lock
fielded and bowled admirably for the 0.55.

o.ss.
1st innings

T. Fenwick, b Wilson 19
D. Evans, c Morgan, b Smith 77
H. F. W. Fox, b Wilson ... 6
P. H. F. Mermagen, c and b Wilson... 0
R. E. Moss, c Watney. b Wilson 1
R. J. Brown, b Bell 0
J. E. F. Rawlins, b Wilson 2
E. F. Rawlins. b Smith 24
R. \V. Chetham-Strode, b Wilson 6
B. H. Lock, b Wilson 6
F. M. Tnrnbull, not out '" 0

Extras 4

2nd innings

ldid not bat

c Hopcraft, b Robinson ... 2
not out 28
c Morgan, b Smith 3
c Kirke, b Wilson 3
b Smith 0
c Bell, b Robinson 10
not out 25

Extras ... 3

Total ... 141 Total (for 5 wkts. dec.l 74

SCHOOL.
1st innings

R. V. Cook (a), lbw, b Evans 14
J. D. Walney (c), lbw, b Evans 1
K. E. Meredith (g), b Turnbull 0
M. A. Kirke (d), c Fenwick, b Turnbull 1
P. J. Smith (d), not out 50
B.H.D.I~obinson(b),cFenwick,bTurnbull 4
C. Bell (g), run out 25
T V. R. Wilson (j), c Fenwick, b Evans 0
}. T. A. Wilson (a), b Evans 5
D. R. Morgan (g), b Turnbull 2
R. D. Hopcraft (a), c 1\10ss, b Evans... 4

Extras 7

2nd innings
st Fenwick, b Brown
bLock
c sub., bLock
did not bat
c sub., b Moss
not out
st Fenwick, b Moss

ldid not bat

Extras ...

10
4
6

37
29
10

3

Total ... 113 Total (for 5 wkts.) 99
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BOWLING.

0.55.

1st innings 2ad innings
o. M. R. W. A. o. M. R. W. A.

P. J. Smith ... 17 5 34 2 17 I3 3 38 2 19
B. H. D. Robinson ... 1 0 2 0 5 1 6 .2 3
R. D. Hopcraft •.• 12 2 35 0
C. Bell ... ... 9 3 29 1 29
J. T. A. Wilson ... 12 2 37 7 5.2 7 0 27 27

SCHOOL.

D. Evans ... 25 12 36 5 7.2 4 0 16 0
F. M. Turnbull ... 26 7 46 4 10.5
J. E. F. Rawlins 3 0 18 0 3 0 12 0
P. H. F. Mermagen 1 0 6 0 5 1 I3 0
B. H. Lock 4 0 15 2 7.5
R. J. Brown 4 0 25 1 25
R. E. Moss 5 2 15 2 7.5

THE MIKADO.

CHARACTERS

The Mikado of Japatt

Nallki-Poo (his son, disguised as a}
wandering millstrel, alld in love with
Yum-Yum)

Ko-Ko (Lord High Executioner of Titipu) ..
Pook-Bah (Lord High Ever~thillgElse) .
Fish-Tush (a noble Lord)

Yum-Yum} {
Pitti-Sing Three sisters (wards of Ko-Ko)
Peep-Bo
Katisha (an elderly Lady in love with

Nanki-Poo)

A.R.Whately-Smith(a)

Mr. V. H. P. House

C. E. A.Whyte (g)
Mr. H.Elder
Mr. R. S. Thompson
Mrs. Roy Burton
A. M. Cooper-Key (a)
C. F. B. Lucas (f)

Mrs. Ernest Hodgson

CHORUS

School Girls

C. 1. Ellis (f), E. B. Loveluck (f), A.C.Ritchie (It), P. F.S. Dobson (a),
F.M.Ready (a), A.G.W.ldris (b),] .D.Devitt (b), P.A.G.Westlake (d),

J.O. Parry (d), D.R.P. Maddison (a), A.]. Seale (b), D.R.Eckford (c),
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].Burningham (J), R.R.Venning (J), G.A.Collings (h), ].R.Peters (g),
]. H. £0 Weber (d), P. E. H. Standbridge (b), ]. A.]. Sandilands (a).

Nobles
Mr. D. B. Eperson, D. B. Alexander (a), B. H. HolIoway (g), J. T. A.
Wilson (a), J.W. C. Newman-Young (c), G. F. Metcalfe (J), H. J.W.
Meakin (d), B. A. G. Pictoll (a), R. V. Cook (a), R. D. Hopcraft (a),

W.B.O.Prosser(b), KM.Hall(g), A.K.C.Nation(g), R.H.Wheatley(g),
J. l\'fair (d), E. S. Smith (J), M. R. M. Pooles (a), D. A. Lloyd (a),

H. L. B. Sheridan (a).

Attendant

A. H. Campbell (a)

Scene: The Courtyard of Ko-Ko's official residence

Dire~tor of Music

Stage Manager

Electrician

MR. B. J. F. PICTON

D. S. CARDEN (j)

K. J. CLEMENT! (a)

The Mikado was first produced at the Savoy Theatre on March
14th, 1885. Since tbat date it has been played regularly with the

exception of a few weeks in 1907 when all performances, both
professional and amateur, were banned by the British Government,

for fear of giving offence to the officers and crew of a Japanese war
ship then on a visit to the Thames. The ship's band, anxious to
prove that the Japanese possess humour as well as handkerchiefs,
proceeded to regale the British public with airs from the banned
opera. After a debate in Parliament the Government withdrew the
ban and offered Gilbert a knighthood, which he accepted as " a
commuted old age pension." So all was right as right could be.

On Friday and Saturday, June 23rd and 24th, the opera was
performed in the School Gymnasium in the presence of the Head

master and parents and boys. For the great success of the
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performance we offer our warmest thanks and heartiest congratulations

to Nanki-Poo, who showed his versatility by playing as beautifully

upon the stage as he had previously done on the Marine
Parade. Not only did he grace the stage with his presence and with
some particularly effective scenery (including a fan on the proscenium,
which made some of the audience wish they had brought theirs), but
he was entirely responsible fo; the production of the opera. We

had a moment of alarm on hearing that he had changed his address
to a well-known junction on the Southern Railway, but we under

stand that is merely another of Ko-Ko's polite fictions, and we hope

that he will produce many more Savoy Operas for us in the future.

Pooh-Bah, most famous of our Elder Statesmen, returned to the
familiar ground of Titipu and gave us a fine exhibition of rotund and
plotoplasmic dignity, mingled with disdain for "young purzons" who,

not unnaturally wished to shake hands with such a tremendous swell.

Ko-Ko, complete with snickersee, airy persiflage and recalcitrant

big toe, showed unfailing buoyancy and optimism in the series of
awkward predicaments in which he found himself. His enunciation
was excellent throughout. His" little list" included the young lady

"who doesn't think she waltzes but would rayther lake to tray," but
on Friday night his reference to well-known statesmen did not include
the gesticulatory pantomime which is often used to "fill up the

blanks." But perhaps the Titipudlians did not possess pipes!

From Pish-Tush came some really good singing and a saltatory

and circumambient tour of the stage which drew volumes of applause
from the audience. The Milmdo was as terrifying in appearance as

he was humane in his punishments. His" stern decrees" were

weightily delivered and his guttural gloatings over his intended
victims recalled the gurgles and guggles of Ko-Ko's intended victims.
In fact, "nothing could possibly be more satisfactory."

Yum-Yum sang and acted prettily, and her song" The Moon and
I," and the merry madrigal which followed it gave us some of the
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best music of the evening. She was ably supported by Pitti-Sing
and Peep-Bo, who struggled manfully with their feminine roles.

Katisha gave a strong dramatic rendering of what must be, to

any actress, a rather ungrateful role. The work of the chorus was
one of the best features of the performance; their enunciation was
astonishingly good, their tone resonant and true, and their "attitudes
queer and quaint" were always in the picture. The whole per
formance went off with professional smoothness, and for this we are
greatly indebted to the promptitude of the stage director in giving
the calls and to the efficiency of the electrician.

Last in order, but first in importance, the Director of Music
deserves our heartiest thanks for his untiring efforts in training the
singers and in gettiug together and directing the orchestra. The
School is fortunate in having a conductor who can inspire the
performers with some of his own energy and enthusiasm. " The
Mikado" is by no means the easist of Sullivan's works, and it is
something of a triumph to have achieved success on the first occasion,
for many years past, that the School has attempted one of the more

well-known Savoy operas. w.
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EDWIN DAVIS.

It is clearly right that The Shirburl1ial1's notice of "Ben" Davis

should be written by one who has been his· intimate friend for so
many years. It would seem almost impertinence that I, whose
personal knowledge of him has been so comparatively brief, should

venture to comment on his life-time service to Sherborne or on those
qualities which for thirty years have endeared him to his colleagues
and his pupils. But officially I am the Headmaster of the School
which he served so splendidly; and personally I am not afraid of
using the old-fashioned phrase that I loved him.

I shall never cease to be thankful that a year or two ago, in
making my annual speech at the Old Shirburnian dinner, r noticed

his presence and was somehow inspired to offer a tribute, short and
inadequate, to his personality and his loyal services. The response

to my feeble remarks astounded me. I had thought that his worth
so obvious to me as a practising schoolmaster-might have missed
some of its due general recognition. But his old friends and pupils

were wiser than I; and there could be little doubt about the genuine
affection which has been felt for him for years past in every quarter

of the world where Old Shirburnians are to be found. Nor shall I
personally ever forget those few brief diffident words, in which a few

days later he tried to express his thanks to me for my humble effort.

These few lines are intended merely to record my personal
gratitude for unfailing help and loyalty, together with my opinion
(backed by a professional experience nearly as long as his own,) that

he was one of the very greatest of schoolmasters. C.L.F.B.

In 1903 Canon Westcott somewhat gloomily told a present
member of the staff that he was making an experiment in appointing

a mathematical master who had not been at a Boarding School. The

doubtful experiment was Mr. Davis. He came with first-rate
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testimonials. At Queen Elizabeth's Grammar School, Worcester,
he had carried off everything they had to offer, and gained a scholar
ship at Christ Church, Oxford. There he won a double first and the
reputation of a brilliant mathematician. One of his tutors with

prophetic accuracy wrote, " He is methodical and punctual, capable
of planning a course of study and of carrying out a plan so formed.
I think his instruction will be both inspiring and informing." His
achievement in the Final Schools was rewarded with a travelling
studentship, which took him to Greifswald and G6ttingen. By his
thesis written in German he became a Doctor of Philosophy. In
later years he vowed he could not make head or tail of his own
production. Such modesty was characteristic: he only had to sit
down in a comfortable chair, with a pipe or cigarette, and his mind

seemed naturally to absorb, arrange, store up and elucidate any new
theories that came along. As a student in Germany he entered into

German life: drank beer, passed the test of emptying a glass without
swallowing, sang songs, was challenged unsuccessfully to a duel by
some fighter of another club who alleged a provocative stare-many
will recognize the look-and learned to speak German like a native.
He was amazingly quick at reading music at sight: and one German
friend urged him to become a pianist. For some years he would
play fitfully: but rapidity of movement in his fingers was not always

accompanied by accuracy of direction, and he would often forget that

his foot was lodged on the loud pedal. For thirty years he sang in the

chapel choir and musical society, in which his tenor voice, penetrating

all opposition, often bore the burden and heat of the day. It was, of

course, his tenor that suggested the familiar name. The christening

once done,"Ben" he was and "Ben" he remained, so decisively that it

frequently usurped the place of his baptismal name on letters: and

inevitably bequeathed to others of the same surname the appropriate

rhyming sobriquet. Not only was his voice at times prominent in

chapel, but also his position; occasionally uncomfortably so. A
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visiting preacher on l\fissions to Seamen chose to dilate upon a

certain "bad man, Captain Ben Davis," who in an emergency found
he could not remember a single prayer: to the manifest delight of

the congregation and the decently concealed glee of Canon Westcott.

His occupation at the start was to take one or two good mathe
maticians and to help in the ordinary mathematical work, which was
then phenomenally bad. His first set gave him a musical welcome
from a multitude of twanging pen-nibs stuck in the desks. This was

probably the first occasion when the eyebrows, which later grew so
bushy, seemed suddenly to project, and a change of voice and tone
created an atmosphere. He rarely caned; nnd his fame for accuracy
and power soon discouraged provocation. Two School House boys
once tried to impose on him by writing lines alternately Latin and
something else; unfortunately for them they fell under a classic's
eye and different lines were traced, not on paper. In the laboratories
he was not to be cheated by the various pranks that opportunity and
naughtiness suggest. But he had no need to beat. After taking

over the Army Class he made it a distincti\'e form and he was proud
of it j and its own public opinion resented any insubordination as
impertinence. \Vhen Mr. Nowell Smith was for once caught out in
an ambiguity in announcing that "there has been no order in the

Army Class this term," the general laugh was with its master. The
secret was mainly personality: but also there was the recognition

by boys that they were under a genius in his profession. He was
regarded as the best Army Class master in the Kingdom. An old
boy said, "While other masters taught us as a form, Ben taught us as
individuals, though I can't understand how he did it." Generations

of boys knew themselves under an abiding obligation to him. One
of them has written, "1 am one of the many who owe their ability to

follow the career of their choice to Mr. Davis, and our memorial to
him will be our life-long gratitude." Now and again a boy would
fall asleep in Extra Tuition between 7 and 7.40 a.m., while the lucid
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exposition went on accompanied by the marvellous drawing of

beautiful circles and figures on the blackboard: but the slumber was
due to the physical weariness of the taught and not to any soporific
dullness of the teacher. A light banter would recall the sleeper to
sheepish consciousness. As a master this was his pre-eminent gift
to the School: a wonderful power of letting Jil{ht into the under
standing and unremitting energy and patience in doing so-to the
admiration and envy of his colleagues. With bad and unintelligent

work he could get angry, not so much with the boy as with his
masters: but he would be annoyed in correcting papers in an evening,
if he could say, .. blithering idiot, I showed him that this morning."

Boys, also, would be annoyed with themselves when sets of answers
which they had covered pages to produce were written by him in a
few lines on a single sheet. He had penetration and style, and a
neatness that was almost exasperating, like his ornamental signature

which was so often copied. The curriculum imposed Divinity upon
him: but he felt uncomfortable with a subject of which he was not

master. If it was not Acts, it was Job or the Psalms. He said he
could talk for an hour on the Gift of Tongues, though he had not got
it himself. For the rest of the term it was reading the text. Mr.

Tindall induced him, as he induced so many of his colleagues, to act
a part in Shakespeare at Winchester: he was once even killed in
"Hamlet. But he himself preferred to work the curtain, shift the

scenery, and prompt.

He first had lodgings in Cheap Street, in rooms let by Mrs.

Garrett. He was here in time for the Pageant and suffered gladly
as a skin-covered but not midge-proof Ancient Briton with his
colleagues, G. M. Carey, T. A. Bell, T. A. Wilson, H. Hudson
and C. Palmer. He always had the delightful inquisitiveness of a
child and as unmalicious, combined with the subtlety of a trained
intelligence. If anyone desired to know the immediate past or
future he went to Ben as to the Delphic Oracle; so much so that
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Mr. F. J. S. Moore once wittily provided the title of a novel, "The

Detective of Cheap Street, or Scenes from a garret window." Mr.
C. H. Hodgson soon invited him to live with him in Abbey Grange,
where he used at will to win or lose at chess alternately with old
Mr. Saunders; and from then till the end of his life he lived as
friend and companion, at home and welcome in a home not his own.
From Abbey Grange he migrated to \iVharton, and then in 1920 to
Westcott House, whose 95 surviving old boys connect him in
separably with it. Here lay his gift to his fellows; an easy
friendliness and friendship, without show or effusiveness, with no
unpleasant virtues, as one O.S. has put it, but real, solid, to be
depended on and appealed to, level, unvarying. This was what won
regard and affection for him among people outside the School as

well as in.

For many years he was in the Corps, joining it under Captain
Wildman as a private and going to camp in the ranks. In the war
he succeeded Major Dunkin in command and held the post for
8 years. Field Days, watching a poor partner playing his dummy
hand at bridge, and standing on the touch-line' were the only
occasions that made him excitable. He also coached the Shooting
VIII, and was himself a first-class shot and could drill a hole dead

through the centre of a threepenny bit on the 25 yards range. It
was a disappointment that he could not satisfy the conditions for a
T.D. Had he been allowed to go on active service, he would
certainly have commanded a battalion, and as a Staff Officer his
accurate and practical brain might well have earned him distinction.
He had a fine Corps in 1919; it easily won the largest number of
Certificates-67-of all schools in the newly instituted Certificate A
and he gained a special chit from the War Office for it. He and
Sergt.-Major Wood were great friends and ideal fellow-workers.

He played most games, indoor and out, and all for enjoyment.
Terribly strong himself, he admired quickness and dexterity more.
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He missed a Blue at Oxford for Association through illness at the
time of the 'Varsity Match, and he and Mr. Palmer used to attract
great crowds on the Terrace. He had played against professionals,
but gave it up when a large vis·a·vis, whom his skill had fooled, lost
his temper and chased him off the field, while the referee vainly blew

his whistle. He had a place in the unrepentantly violent Red
Stockings hockey team, and opponents found it was a long way round
him, while a still more terrible obstacle remained in the Captain of
the side. Once he tripped Canon Westcott by thrusting his stick
between his legs. By the time the Headmaster was up, murmuring
"I knew he was going to do it," he was quietly doing up his boot

laces in another part of the field. At Rugby he natnrally went to
scrum.half, and boys used to do their best to bring him down, but

they found that to collar and to down him were not the same thing.
Strength of fingers enabled him to bowl violent leg-breaks which
made fielding an expectant joy. Shod in tennis shoes, girt with an

immemorial green buckle-belt that expanded with the years, he could
generally fox a number of batsmen out. His own fielding was
brilliant. His batting was unorthodox, his favourite scoring shot

passing expeditiously between his legs. It was great fun to have
him in any team, particularly on the 0.5. tour, or indeed on any
holiday. Golf he played in a style entirely his own and not
communicable; by the time the last hole was reached there had
usually been a certain amount of "bad luck," but on the 19th this was

forgotten. He only once went climbing in the English Lakes; at
the end of the first ascent up the Central Gully of Great End, he
exclaimed fervently, "Thank God, never again." He shared with
his great friend T. A. Bell a dislike of steep places. Unlike him,
he loved a rough sea, which increased his appetite.

At Rock, or Thurleston, or Bridport and elsewhere he was as
active as any. But on the Broads his chief joy was to sit on deck in

the sun, with a rod propped against his chair, and snooze away the
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minutes while the float bobbed unattended in the water. Su~h fish

as were caught were returned to their element. There he could
sleep before bed-time: and once he woke to see a disreputable and
unpopular old hat, the father of similar descendants, soaring into
the sky on top of a rocket. He was never a willing walker. He
had the faculty of being lazy in loco. The injured foot, which
served as a personal barometer for rain, was in part the cause. Fish
ing proper was his later hobby, and he had something of the fisher
man's imagination. Casting a rod infected his service at tennis; and
this term he had for shame to leave the court, for while he 'was
waggling his racquet as for a cast the ball fell to earth.

And now this life which gave so much and was ready to give
more is ended, in the 90th term of his service. By his ability he
might have become a distinguished Professor of Mathematics at any
University. But he had no desire to shift: like so many others who
come to Sherborne he fell in love with it, and devoted to it his whole
life. The death that so suddenly took him in the midst of seeming
health and strength was the sort he had often wished for: quick,
painless and almost in sleep. Just before unconsciousness came over
him he had been talking of holidays and laughing at his loss of flesh:
and afterwards for a brief moment he seemed to respond by opening
his eyes wide and moving his hand to "Hello, Ben." What he feared
was the loss of activity, the gradual decay of powers or to be a burden
to others. And this he was spared. The last thing he would have
wished to leave behind is mourning. It is as a great teacher and

cheerful friend that he will be remembered. G.O'H.
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES.

INTERPRETES.

133

The Interpretes have had a very successful year under the
auspices of Mr. Elder, who took over the office of Logothetes when
Mr. Macfarlane-Grieve retired last summer. During the year the
following books have been read :-The Clouds and the Knights of
Aristophanes, the Capth'i of Plautus, and the Batrachomyomachia;
extracts from the Iliad and Odyssey, Theophrastus, Thoocritus,
Herodotus, and the Vera Historia of Lucian; and extracts from the
following Latin authors: Vergil (Eclogues and Aeneid), Lucretius,
Ovid, Propertius, Tibullus, Catullus, Juvenal and Martial.

The members during the year have been:-Mr. H. Elder, Mr.
R. W. Macfarlane-Grieve, the Rev. W. J. Bensly, Mr. G. G. Green,
and Mr. A. B. Gourlay; P. M. S. Alien (c), J. Mair (d), C. E. A.
Whyte (g), R. P. May (d), J. B. Jenkins (g), H. M. Trethowan (0),
C. S. Low (h), H. L. B. Sheridan (a), E. S. Smith (j) and A. Q.
Henriques (0).

THE DUFFERS.

The following papers have been read this term :-

A. R. Whately-Smith (a) La Bruyere
E. S. Smith (j) C. S. Calverley
T. M. Horsfall (c) J. S. Cotman
G. O'Hanlon, Esq. . .. "Byways"
C. Ryle, Esq. ... "Pictures in the Mind's Eye"
F. M. MiIligan (b) Lord Lister

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Bicycle Expedition attracted a larger number than usual
perhaps it was the "surprise item" that was responsible! After
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visiting Oborne chapel and Poyntington church, where the rector,

Mr. Bell, kindly showed us round, the party skilfully skirted the
rainstorm which deluged Sherborne and arrived at Sandford Orcas.
The church was first inspected, and we were then entertained at the
Manor House by Lady Medlycott. After telling us the curious
history of the Manor House, Sir Hubert MedlycoH showed us round
personally, and delighted us with his anecdotes interspersed with
solemn warnings about untrustworthy auctioneers. Altogether it
proved a most enjoyable trip, and the society is greatly indebted to
Sir Hubert and Lady Medlycott for their Idndness.

The third expedition was a short tour of some of the interesting
small churches of Somerset. Montacute House, the churches at Stoke
under-Ham, South Petherton, Martock and Tintinhull, and the
quarries and earth works on Ham Hill all possess features of interest
some of them unique. The success of the trip was largely due to four
masters who kindly lent their cars for the occasion, and added excite
ment was provided by one car load getting lost temporarily-only to be

found just in time for tea at Martock. n.B.E.
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O.S. NEWS.
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From the Cambridge Tripos lists:-

A. M. Barry (b, 1925-30). Natural Sciences,Part lI, Class I.

P.H.F. MermaRen (b, 1925-30). Mathematics, Part I, Senior Optime.

A. Crowther U,1926-31). Natural Sciences, Part I, Class I (and
College Exhibition).

At Oxford, A. C. A. Wright (a, 1924-29) gained a Diploma in

Anthropology (with distinction in Social Anthropology).

J. M. Patterson (e, 1927-31) has been elected captain of King's

College Boat Club.

O. G. W. White (a, 1924-28) established a new army record by

winning the 120 yards hurdles in 15 secs. at the Army Championships

held at Tidworth recently.

DEATH.

WILLlAM HAWKES WOODWARD (Price's, 1877-1881), spent

most of his life in South Africa, but came home a few years ago to live

in Sussex. He served in the Natal Carbiniers in the Boer War and

won two medals and clasps. He was Base Commandant at Chinde

from 1914 to the end of the Great War and received the M.B.E. for

his services. He was an ardent lo\'er of his old School, and both in

conversation and in correspondence shared his very clear and

interesting recollections with his Sherborne friends. The development

of the School interested him very greatly, and all who met him on bis

visits to Sherborne were impressed with his single-hearted enthusiasm.

To his friends he showe(1 more than that, for he was a man with fine

qualities of heart and mind.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS' VETERANS.

BISLEY, 1933.

One team of Old Shirburnians entered for this competition on
July 13th-after the Ashburton and Spencer-Mellish competitions.

It was won by H.M.S. Britannia, a team of rear-admirals who
had been at Dartmouth, with 239 out of 250.

The Old Shirburnians were twenty-first with 227, which compared
favourably with a score of 222 last year.

A new competition-the Lucas - being the aggregate of
Ashburton and Veterans' scores, was won by Marlborough with 714.
Sherborne scored 6g8; Ashburton, 471 + Veterans, 227.

The individual scores in the Veterans were :-
H.P.S·50

48

47
45
44
43

Flt.Lt. E. R. C. Hobson, R.A.F.
Off.-Cdt. A. P. C.Webster, C.D.O.TC.
Off.·Cdt. L. C. Martin, late C.D.O.T.C.
C.S.M. A. H. L. Baker, late Sherborne O;T.C.
Off.-Cdt. V. A. M. Hunt, C.D.O.T.C.

227
It had been thought possible to enter more than one Veterans'

team this year, but in spite of appeals-both public and private-this
could not be done. In order to make it possible in future years,
would all 0.55. who would like to shoot send their names to the
Officer Commanding th~ School O. T.C., so that the person raising
the sides can be informed?

There has also been founded at Bisleya Veterans' Club, which
has a pavilion there, and can reserve targets at a very reasonable fee,
at any time during the year for members wishing to practice. Details
can be obtained from Sir Lionel Fletcher, clo N.R.A., Bisley Camp,
or from L. C. Martin, The Middlesex Hospital, W.I.
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SHE PASSED THROUGH LORRAINE.

137

Nearly all the plays that have been performed by the staff, or by
the staff and others, have been good. But none of them have come
up to the standard of" She passed through Lorraine," which the
School attended on Saturday, July 8th. In spite of the fact that it
was considerably more ambitious than anything else that has been

attempted lately, the actors proved themselves quite equal to the
extra demands it made upon their acting. Miss Weiste, especially,
excelled herself in her part of Joan. It was the hardest in the play,
and on it depended the whole success ofthe show. If Joan had been
cast badly the play would have been a failure, for there is nothing
which makesan audience feel less at ease than inferior emotional
acting. But as it was, the part was given to someone entirely

worthy of it; no higher praise can be given, than to say that in spite

of having the worst of audiences, the School, before which to act, she
kept the whole house in complete silence whenever she wished.

Mr. Watkins, opposite her, was superbly suave and cool, and a
very effective contrast to the loud humour of the others. The only thing
that marred his performance was something entirely unimportant
his headgear in the last act, which would insist on looking rather like

a squashed plum tart! As soon as he took it off, everything was once

more correct.

These two stand out as the best of an excellent cast. Of the
others, Mrs. Andrews was convincingly imperious, with a wealth of
backchat which caused great amusement. Mr. Elder as a bold bad
buccaneer dominated the dinner table with his laugh, was seen for
the first time as a miracle, and stamped his boisterous way through
the play to the explosive accompaniment of startling oaths and shouts
of martial pride. Mrs. Merrick we welcome heartily to the school

stage; she played her part with a quiet perfection which seems to

suggest past experience of acting. There was not one of her move·
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ments which did not seem entirely natural and spontaneous; there

was none of the awkwardness which is the sure sign of inexperience.
We hope to see her again in !ome future production. Miss Longson

and Miss Heanley had parts which they must have found trying to

carry through, and it is to their credit that they did not under-act.
Father Michael (Rai NichoIls) was better as the priest than as
" Fighting Mike." Perhaps it may be a fault in the play itself, but
the change seemed a little too drastic. Mr. Alcock as Pierre still had
faint reminiscences of Ko-Ko about him which spoilt an otherwise
good performance. Mr. Hulme made an excellent foil for Nicholas,

with his slow wits and blind, simple love of Edite.

Finally, there are the valiant troubadours. Mr. Holmes looked

magnificent, and almost too good-looking to be true! But it was Mr.
Gourlay who brought down the house. There ought to be some kind
of memorial put up to him for the success he made of his part. The
only suggestion we have heard which is remotely possible is that his.
name in the roll book should be changed to Arthur Belaise, but

perhaps he might object!

We congratulate Mr. House on the excellent choice he made both
in play and cast, and our only regret is that he was not acting himself.

A

THE ABBEY FETE.

In the first week of July a two-day Fete was organised by the
Abbey authorities. It was" a Fete to end Fetes," an effort to get
at long last the final £1000 needed for the Lady Chapel. The

School, as a whole, did not take any active part in it, except to turn
up on the day and spendas much money as they could, but it was
such a big event that it cannot be allowed to pass unmentioned ;

and, as the School's share in the entertainment, the Gym. Squad
gave two performances in the garden of the Digby Hotel.
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The main part of the F~te was held in the Pageant Gardens.
Stalls and side-shows were erected on every side, and no end of
business was done, money taken and prizes won. The band of the
2nd Battalion the Dorset Regiment played from the stand in the
centre of the Gardens. Elsewhere there were other attractions. A
putting course, under the auspices of Mr. Lindsay, was laid out at
the Preparatory School and a championship competition was held,
which Mr. Hey won after a close struggle with Mr. Eperson. Mr.

Thompson won the eclectic competition. Along the front of the
Abbey a miniature railway track was set up; along this a scale model
drew a load of four or five very excited passengers at fourpence a
head. Two members of the School were still issuing tickets in dim
twilight at half-past ten on the second evening. An exhibition of
interesting things was arranged in the Church Hall, and somewhere

else there was a Baby Show.

The Gym. Squad's work was done in the Garden of the Digby
Hotel. The military band came across the road from the Pageant

Gardens and took up a position under the trees. The spectators sat
on the terrace along the side of the hotel (others \vho scorned to pay

the entrance money stood outside and watched from the road until
someone very sensibly sent two boys with a hat to make a collection).
The apparatus-parallel bars, spring-board, horse and mats-was set

out on the lawn in front of us. The band struck up "There's
Something about a Soldier" and the Gym. Squad Came on at the
double from the right. First, parallel bars: one, two and three

performers at a time, then the whole lot in tableaux. Next, horse
work: dive, split, somersault, every conceivable fantastic evolution.

Congratulations to Mr. Westlal,e and the squad on a fine perfor
mance, which mightily pleased the spectators.

The opening ceremony of the Fete was performed on the second

day by Mr. Louis Parker. Those of us who had never seen Mr.
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Parker, but had heard of him, were not surprised at his delightful

speech: what his old friends; thought of him was plainly shewn by
the enthusiastic welcome and chorus of Pageant "Hails!" with
which he was received.

'<.~
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GAMES.

CRICKET.

1ST XI.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

Played on the Upper on June 10th. Won by seven wickets.

Blundell's batted first on a hard and easy wicket. The first two
batsmen were the only ones, with the exception of J. Craig, who could
play the bowling at all. The innings closed with the score at 129,
which was not a good score for so easy a wicket. O. Clarke seemed
to trouble the batsmen most, but the bowling was steady all round.

The School started badly, losing Cook in the first over. K. E.

Meredith then came in and immediately attacked the bowling. With
three wickets down the Blundell's score was passed, and at the end
of the game Sherborne had scored 24-3 for eight. Meredith was still
undefeated with 132 to his credit; he had played a very good innings

. .
indeed. The School's fielding was sound, Meredith in particular

taking two good catches at short leg.

BLUNDELL'S.

A. M. Wynne, c Clarke, b Wilson
A. G. Norman, b Robinson
R. E. Stone, c Meredith. b Robinson
L. Blackwell, c Meredith, b Robinson
J. H. Craig, b Clarke
I. A. J ones, b \Vilson
H. F. Nell. not out
F. S. Croxford, b Clarke ...
H. C. L. Cole, lbw. b Clarke
R. W. James. b Smith
E. W. Lloyds. lbw, b Smith

Extras

Total

17
21
13
6

23
5

10
8
9

12
1..

." 129
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SCHOOL.
R. V. Cook (a), C and b Jones 0
M. A. Kirke (d). c Nell, b Jones 10
K. E. Meredith (g). not out 132
P. J. Smith (d), c Lloyds, b Cole ... 35
B. H. D. Robinson (b), b Norman ... 15
T. V. R. Wilson (f), c and b Norman 8
C. Bell (g), c and b Stone 23
A. V. Williams (d), b Norman 5
J. T. A. Wilson (a), c Craig, b Norman 13
D. R. MOrgan(g)}
O. Clarke (f) did not bat

Extras 2

Total (for 8 wickets) 243

BOWLING.

BLUNOELL'S.
O. M. R. W. A.

P. J. Smith ... 15.1 6 38 2 19
B. H. D. Robinson ... 11 2 38 3 12.6
J. T. A. Wilson ... 12 2 27 2 13.5
O. Clarke ... 9 2 22 3 7.3

SCHOOL.
I. A. Jones 11 2 36 2 18
J. H. Craig 5 0 27 0
H. C. L. Cole .. 18 4 78 1 78
R. E. Stone 11 2 34 1 34
A. G. Norman ... 11 1 46 4 11.5

SCHOOL V. RADLEY.

Played on the Upper, June 20th and 21st. Won by an innings
and 1 run.

Radley batted first on a rather wet wicket. Their first wicket fell
in Robinson's first over for a total of eight runs, and he took the next
two wickets as well without any further score being made. The
Radley batsmen played very cautiously, but the bowling of Smith and
Robinson was too good for them.
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Watney and Kirke started well for the School, but when the total
reached 20 Kirke was bowled. After this the School proceeded to
get themselves out as quickly as they could. Smith stopped the rot
by malcing an invaluable 51 runs.

Radley's second innings started disastrously, for Smith got two
wickets in his second over before any run had been scored. A collapse
set in and Smith and Robinson, bowling unchanged, dil.missed them
for a total of 44. The credit for this victory must be given to Smith
and Robinson, and apart from Smith, the batting of the side was weak.

RADLEY.
1st innints

P. H. Birks, run out
P. S. Hunter. b Robinson ...
E. V. Short. c Morgan. b Robinson
R. H. B. Hamersley. lbw, b Robinson
E. F. A. Royds, b Smith ...
A. P. G. McDoweU. lbw. b Robinson
M. Bates. c Watney. b Clarke
G. B. Stanger, not out
D. C. S. BucknaU, b Smith ...
C. A. C. de Boinville. b Smith
G. J. B. Egerton. b Smith ...

Extras

Total

2nd innings
19 b Smith 0
o c Morgan. h Robinson 3
o c Meredith. b Smith 0
o b Robinson ... 10
1 bSmith 8
3 bSmith 4

17 lbw. b Robinson 6
22 c Meredith. b Robinson ... 1

1 b Robinson 7
3 b Robinson 0
6 not out 4
6 Extras 1

78 Total oH

SCHOOL.

J. D. Watney (e), b Stanger 18
M. A. Kirke, (d). b Bucknall 1
K. E. Meredith (g). st de Boinville. b Stanger ... 6
R. V. Cook (al. st de Boinville, b Bucknall 1
P. J. Smith (d), b Egerton 51
C. Bell (g). b Bucknall ... 7
B. H. D. Robinson (bl, c de Boinville, b Stanger 10
R. D. Hopcraft (a), run out 3
J. T. A. Wilson (a). not out... 11
D. R. Morgan (g), c Hamersley, b Egerton 7
o. Clarke (f). st de Boinville, b BucknaIl 1

Extras 7

Total ... 123
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BOWLING.

o.
P. J. Smith 19.5
B H.D.Robinson 14
O. Clarke 8
C. Bell 3

ItADLRY.

1st innings
M. R. W. A.

8 24 4 6
7 20 4 5
1 27 1 27
2 1 0

2nd innings
o. M. R. w.
15 6 31 4
14.3 8 12 6

A.

7.75
2.0

SCHOOL.

O. M. R.
G. B. Stanger ... 33 15 29
R. H. B. Hamersley 4 1 5
D. C. S. Bucknal1 ... 31.1 7 64
P. S. Hunter 5 2 9
G. J. B. Egerton ... 8 3 9

SCHOOL v. M.C.C.

W. A.

3 9.6
0
4 16
0
2 4.5

Played on the Upper on Thursday, June 22nd. \Von by two
wickets.

The School won the10ss and decided to field; Beet and C. Awdry
opened the innings for the M.C.C. to the bowling of Smith and
Robinson. Runs came fairly quickly until Awdry was caught, having
hit 42 runs in a short time. After lunch Beet was caught, and
Wilson managed to get the rest of the side out fairly cheaply, taking
six for 62, the 1\1 .C.C. scoring 143.

The School opened badly, the first four wickets falling for 23.
Then Smith and Rohinson brought the score to 109, when Smith,
having batted well for his 43, was caught. The next two wickets fell
for no runs, but Wilson and Robinson managed to bring the score up
to 142, Wilson making a useful 20. Morgan made the two necessary
runs and Robinson carried his bat for a valuable 50.
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M.e.C.

Beet, c Cook. b Hopcraft
C. Awdry, c Hopcraft, b Smith
K. Mendl, c Watney, b Wilson
H. R. Holme, c Smith, b Wilson
Capt. R. D. Busk, b Wilson
N. Mordaunt, b Hopcraft
D. L. Cox, not out
H. C-Salmonson, b Hopcraft
G. S. Wills, b Wilson
A. M. Miller, b Wilson ...
Powell, c Hopcraft,b Wilson

Extras

Total

SCHOOL.

J. D. Watney (c), c Holme, b Awdry
M. A. Kirke (d), b Powell
K. E. Meredith (g), b Powell
R. V. Cook (a), c and b Powell ...
P. J. Smith (d), c Miller. b C-Salmonson
B. H. D. Robinson (b). not out ...
C. Bell (g). c Awdry, b C-Salmonson
R. D. Hopcraft (a), lbw, b C-Salmonson
J. T. A. Wilson (a), c Holme, b Powell
D. R. Morgan (g). not out
O. Clarke (f), did not bat

Extras

Total (for 9 wickets)

BOWLING.

M.e.C.
o. M. R.

P. J. Smith ... 20 10 28
B. H. D. Robinson... 3 0 26
J. T. A. Wilson ... 26.2 4 62
C. Bell... •.. 4 0 9
R. D. Hopcraft ." 6 0 17

SCHOOL.
C. Awdry ... 31 18 40
H. C-Salmonson ." 7 1 28
Powell .. _ ... 31.5 11 55
Capt. Busk 6 3 8

67
42

1
9

11
1
S
5
o
o
1
1

... 143

17
o
1
o

43
50
o
o

20
2

12

... 145

w. A.
1 28
0
6 10.3
0
3 5.6

1 10
3 9.3
4 13.7
0

SCHOOL v.DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside, Saturday, July 1st. Lost by 15 runs.
Downside batted first on a hard wicket, and their opening batsmen

carried the score to 36 before Robinson succeeded in getting a wicket.
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Three wickets then fell quickly, but the fourth produced 46 runs.

Downside were all out for 179 after a last wicket stand of 26 runs.
Robinson, Smith and Wilson bowled well. The fielding was sound,
Clarke and Williams both holding good catches.

Watney and Cook started confidently, but at 21 Watney was
bowled by Burke, the Downside fast bowler. Meredith stayed until
the score reached 56, but after this no one stayed for long except Cook,
who made a good 52. Bell came in at the fall of the fifth wicket and
attacked the bowling at once; with the help of Wilson and Morgan
the score was raised to 164 for eight wickets. It was about ten
minutes from time when Bell was caught at the wicket. The last
two batsmen failed to add to the total, and Downside won with only
five minutes to spare.

DOWNSIDE.

L. F. Gahan. c Morgan, b Robinson
C. J. K. Besgood, c Clarke, b Robinson
S. H. Screop, lbw, b Robins3n •.•
1. K. Mackenzie, b Smith
C. G. B. BelI, c Clarke, b Smith
H. B. van Cutsen, c WiIliams, b Wilson
P. S. Smith, b Robinson ...
A. A. Merrit, c Clarke, b Robinson ...
J. A. H. Cave, c Williams, b Wilson
J. A. Addington, c Robinson, b Wilson
R. P. A. Burke, not out ...

Extras

Total

SCHOOL.

R. V. Cook (a), c Mackenzie, b Smith
J. D. Watney (c), b Burke
K. E. Meredith (g). c Merit, b Bell ...
P. J. Smith (d), c Merit, b Cave
B. H. D. Robinson (11), b Burke
C. Bell (g), c Merit, b Burke
J. T. A. Wilson (a), st Merit, b Cave
D. R. Morgan (gl. lbw, b van Cutsen
R. D. Hopcraft (a), b Burke
O. Clarke (f), not out

Extras

Total

14
31
o

10
24
39
o

22
3
1

20
15

... 179

5:
4

11
10

7
40
7
7
o
o

16

... 164
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BOWLING.

DOWNSIDR.
O. M. R. W. A.

P. j.Smith ... 26 3 53 2 26.5
B. H. D. Hobinson 26.3 7 55 5 11
R. D. Hopcraft 4 0 17 0
C.Bell 8 2 16 0
O. Clarke 3 1 2 0
j. T. A. Wilson 9 1 20 3 6.6

SCHOOL.
j. A. Addington 7 2 20 0
H. B. van Cutsen ... 13 5 36 2 17.5
R. P. A. Burke '" 12.1 4 27 4 6.7
C. G. B. Bell 9 0 22 1 22
j. A. H.Cave 9 0 23 2 11.5
P. S. Smith 2 1 3 1 3
C. j. K. Besgood 4 1 17 0

SCHOOL V. TONBRIDGE.

Played at Tonbridge on July 3rd and 4th. Drawn.

The School won the toss and decided to field. Tonbridge began
badly, losing two wickets for 36 runs, but a stand between G. C. La
Fontaine (37) and T. C. Cobb (30) carried the score to 101 before
La Fontaine was caught in the slips. Later in the innings W. G.
Popple (82) and A. H. Leach (30) both played some very good
cricket. Special mention must be made of some excellent bowling
by P. J. Smith, who bowled 27 overs and took seven wickets for
72 runs.

The School then went in, and things did not look too bright when
the score stood at 74 for five. But C. Bell (56) helped R. V. Cook
to put on 130 runs, before being caught. Then A. V. WiIliams came
in and stayed with Cook till the score reached 308. The rest of the

side offered little resistance, and the total stood at 327, to which Cook
contributed a brilliant 190 not out.

Tonbridge batted again after the interval and their first six
wickets fell very quickly for 32 runs, chiefly due to the fine bowling
of O. Clarke, who at one time had the fine analysis of four overs,
one maiden, four wickets and six runs. Shortly after this two easy
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catches were dropped and the Tonbridge batsmen were able to play

out time and to score 133 for eight wickets.

TON BRIDGE.
1st innings.

M. P. Brooks, lbw, b Wilson 14
T. S. La Fontaine, b Smith 18
G. C. La Fontaine, c Harris, b Smith... 37
T. C. CoblJ, c Morgan, b Smith 30
W. G. Popple, b Smith 82
D. A. S. Day, c Harris, b Robinson '" 1
R. F. Harding, b Smith ... 0
D. C. S. Ball, c Morgan, b Smith 9
A. H. Leach, c Morgan, b Robinson... 30
L. D. Gardner, b Smith 0
A. G. Sutcliffe, not out 17

Extras 19

2nd innings.
lbw, b Clarke
b Clarke
b Clarke
lbw, b Clarke
b Smith
c Robinson, b Smith
b Smith
not out
c Robinson, b Wilson

}did not bat

Extras ...

o
3
o
6

10
o

25
30
48

11

Total 257 Total (for 8 wickets) 133

SCHOOL.

D. E. B. Harris (h), b Harding 2
D. R. Morgan (g), lbw, b Sutcliffe 6
J. D. Watney (cl, b Cobb 14
R. V. Cook (a), not out .. , 190
P. J. Smith (d). lbw, b Day 18
B. H. D. Robinson (b), st Brooks, b Popple 1
C. Bell (g), c Leach, b Harding 56
A. V. Williams (d), c Day, b Cobb ... 23
T. V. R. Wilson (f), b Ball 4
J. T. A. Wilson (a), c Harding, b BaU 1
O. Clarke (I), b Ball 2

Extras 10

Total ... 327

BOWLING.

B. H. D. Robinson
J. T. A. Wilson
P. J. Smith
O. Clarke
C. Bell
R. V. Cook

o.
23.5
16
27

7
5
1

TONBRIDGE.

1st innings
M. R. W. A.
3 74 2 37
3 53 1 53
6 72 7 10.3
2 16 0
1 16 0
070

2nd innings
o. M. R. W. A.
15 3 40 0
14 4 35 1 35
12 4 30 3 10
10 3 17 4 4.25
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SCHOOL.

O. M.
A. G. Sutcliffe '" 28 6
T. C. Cobb 14 3
D. C. S. Ball 22 2
W. G. Popple '" 14 3
R. F. Harding '" 22 8
D. A. S. Day 12 1
T. S. La Fontaine 4 0
L. D. Gardner 2 0

R.
67
60
26
46
76
20
11
12

w.
1
2
3
1
2
1
o
o

A.
67
30
8.33

46
38
20

SCHOOL tI. WESTMINSTER.

Played at Vincent Square on July 5th and 6th. Drawn.

The School won the toss and put Westminster in on a perfect

wicket. The School bowling was not up to its usual standard, and
Westminster were able to make the large total of 410 for eight
wickets. ]. F. Turner, who played beautifully, hit twenty-two fours
in his 133, and R. W. Edgar kept up his end stubbornly for something
like three and a half hours before being run out when nearing his
century. At about five o'clock the School went in to bat and did not
fare too well; three wickets were soon down for 33 runs, but
R. V. Cook (77) and P.]. Smith (38) raised the score to 80 before
stumps were drawn.

The next day these same two brought the score to 136 before
being separated. After this there was a bad collapse, only B. H. D.
Robinson, with 28 not out, being able to play the bowling with any
confidence, and the side was out for 226. The School had to follow
on. But their batting was more convincing this time, and by five
o'clock when stumps were drawn finally, the score stood at 175 for
three wickets. ]. D. Watney and K. E. Meredith both made good
scores in pleasant style.
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WESTMINSTBR.
M. H. Matthews, b Robinson
J. Alderson, lbw, b Clarke
R. H. Angelo, c Morgan, b Robinson
J. F. Turner, c Harris, b Wilson
R. W. Edgar, run out
R. A. J. Eggar, c Morgan, b Robinson
A. K. Milne, c Morgan, b Bell
F. F. Richardson, b Robinson
C. C. Klein, not out
E. N. Grace, not out
T. W. Brown, did not bat

Extras

Total (for 8 declared)

SCHOOL.

1
29
40

133
94
17

3
H
46

3

30

..• 410

1st innings.
J. D. Watney (c), b Brown... 3
K.E.Mereditb Ig}, c Hichardson, b Brown 18
D. E. B. Harris (h), b Richardson 2
R. V. Cook (a), st Matthews, b Angelo... 77
P. J. Smith (d), b Grace 38
B. H. D. Robinson (b), not out 28
C. Bell (t), c Brown, b Angelo 11
A. V. Williams (d), c Edgar, bEggar... 10
J. T. A. Wilson (a), c Mattbews, bEggar 7
D. R. Morgan (g), c and bEggar 0
O. Clarke (f), bEggar 0

Extras 32

2nd innings.
not out
c Matthews. b Grace
did not bat
run out
not out
c Matthews. bEggar

ldid no< b..

Extras

57
4'<l

15
26
26

9

Total ... 226 Total (for 3 wkts.) ... 175

BOWLING.

WBSTMINSTBR.
O. M. R. W. A.

B. H. D. Robinson... 25 3 84 4 21
J. T. A. Wilson ... 21 3 57 1 57
P. J. Smith ... 31 5 92 0
O. Clarke '" 27 4 90 1 90
C. Bell H 1 51 1 51
A. V. Williams '" 5 2 6 0

SCHOOL.
1st innings. 2nd innings.

A.O. M. R. W.- A. O. M. R. W.
T. W. Brown 17 3 43 2 21 3 0 6 0
R. A. J. Eggar 15 3 27 4 6.75 13 3 43 1 43
C. C. Klein 19 8 40 0 3 0 14 0
F. F. Richardson 19 7 32 1 32 6 3 13 0
E. M. Grace 9 4 15 1 15 14 4 28 1 28
R. H.Angelo 12 1 36 2 18 H 1 62 0
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2ND XI.

SCHOOL v. BRUTON.

Played on the Upper on May 18th. Lost by one wicket.
The School batted first. M. A. Kirke and Carey opened the

innings confidently and the first wicket did not fall until the score
stood at 97. After this good beginning an unaccountable collapse
occurred, the School being dismissed for 140. Murray and Hopcraft
were the only two other batsmen who offered any serious resistance.

Bruton began their innings as confidently as we had, and had
scored at one time 105 for the loss of three wickets. After this,
wickets fell cheaply, thanks to some steady bowling by Baron and
Meakin. Bruton finally won by one wicket with a run scored off the
last ball of the last over of the match.

SCHOOL v. SHAFTESBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Played at Shaftesbury on Saturday, May 20th. Won by seven
wickets.

Shaftesbury balted first and started well, but their tail collapsed.
A. W. Harding was top scorer with 43.

The School started badly, but Nation, Hopcraft and Dowdeswell
saved the collapse. The later batsmen got well on top of the
bowling and were able to hit freely.

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE.

Played at Downside on June 29th. VIon by seven wickets.
Downside batted first, showing little enterprise, with the exception

of O'Connor and Worrall. B. H. Holloway bowled well for the
School, taking five wickets for 72 runs. Downside declared with eight

wickets down for 143 runs.
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McComas and Harris opened the School innings, McComas

making 27 and Harris batting very well for 78. Dowdeswell and
Nation hit up the remaining runs, the latter making 26 not out The
final score was 152 for three wickets.

SCHOOL v. EXETER SCHOOL.

Played on the Upper on July 4th. Won by 129 runs.
The School won the toss and decided to bat on a plumb wicket.

The start was disastrous, as Carey was bowled in the first over, and
two more wiCkets fell whilst the score rose to 30. Nation, however,
batted well and prevented a collapse. Murray, Picton and Prosser
then increased the rate of scoring, so that the School declared at four
o'clock. having made 229 for five.

Exeter started badly, but a fourth wicket stand took the score from
26 to 83. The batsmen offered little resistance after this and the total
closed at 100.

SCHOOL v. DOWN SIDE.

Played on the Upper on July 8th. Drawn.
This match was a great success for the School, and they were

unlucky not to win. Harris and McComas gave the side a good start,
but they were overshadowed by the excellent performances of Murray
and Nation.

When Downside went in, Pinsent and Lucas put up a brave effort,
but they were given no support by the rest of the side, and when
stumps were drawn nine wickets were down for 98 runs.

3RD XI.

The 3rd XI this year, though seldom fairly tested in match play,
has shown that there are a lot of keen cricketers below the 2nd XI
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M. E. K. WESTLAKE.

standard who deserve attention; these promising cricketers now
constitute the second game, whose duty it is to act as a nursery for the
first game, and occasionally to interchange personnel with the 2nd XI.
I hope tbis game will be allotted a ground on the Upper, preferably

No. 1, as a permanent pitch, and not sent off to the far side of
" Carey's," except under exceptional circumstances.

Next year there should be more matches for the 3rd XI with
Schools, in which ideas about cricket and the ages of the sides are
more or less equal; it is useless coaching and encouraging boys to
play good. cricket and then send them to play on a village pitch where
they stand in: long grass and run over the brow of a hill to bowl; such
schools as Exeter, Canford, Bruton and Bryanston should be able to
supply the necessary opposition, and school matches like these would
very soon improve the standard of cricket in the 3rd XI. Some small

badge of recognition might be instituted such as a pocket for the

School blazer to correspond to the XXX blazer at rugger.
The 3rd XI were unable to play their only school match against

Bryanston, which was a great loss; in the other five matches they
lost to the Town 2nd XI, defeated Milborne Port Social twice, lost
to the School 2nd XI and beat a Colts HA" side, but none of these
matches were of such use as a Schoof match, and I hope some
can be arranged for next year.

The 3rd XI was selected from the following ;-Horsfall (c, capt.),
Wheatley (g), Russell (f), Llewelyn (b), Amoore ma. (g), Bell ma. (g),
Amoore mi. (g), Young ma. (b), Macpherson (b),Waller (a), Meyer(a),

Reid (d), Crawfurd (a).

Results ;-
Saturday,May 20th, v. Milborne Port Social. Away. Won by 33

runs.
School- 63 and 58 for 3 dec. (Pilkington (g), 22; Walle~ (a), 23).

Milborne Port Social-57 and 31 (Amoore ma.(g), three for 9;

Macpherson (b), two for 14; Wailer (a), two for 16).
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Saturday, May 27th, v. Sherborne Town 2nd XI. Away. Lost by
54 runs.
Sherborne Town-19l for 6 dec. (Montgomery (a), four for 45;

Duff (h), two for 19).
School-137 (Meyer (a), 32).

Saturday, June 3rd, v. Milborne Port Social. Home. Won by nine
wickets.
Milborne Port Social-83 (Amoore mi. (g), three for 15;

Wheatley (g), two for 15; Amoore ma. (g), two for 15;
Macpherson (b), two for 24).

School-H3 for five (Horsfall (c), 60; Amoore ma. (g), 30).

COLTS.

Saturday, June 10th, v. Downside. Home. Won by two wickets.
Downside-lll for eight, declared (Walker (a), four for 37;

HuttoD (g), two for 19).
School-1l9 for eight (Eldridge (b), 42; LiIIey (a), 36).

Saturday, July 1st, v. Monckton Coombe. Home. Won by seven
wickets.
MoncktoK Coombe-86 (Gordon (a), four for 6; Connor (g), three

for 3).
School-18l for five (Wilkinson (g), 81; Eldridge (b), 36).

Tuesday, July 4th, v. Canford. Away. Won by 86 runs.
School-174 for seven, declared (Sherley-Price (g), 63;

Robinson (b), 47)

Can/ord-SS (Hutton (g), six for 24; Lilley (a), three for 6).

Saturday, July 8th, v. Downside. Away. Won by 114 runs.
School-174 for four, declared (SherIey-Price (g), 66; Muriel (g),

40).
Downside-60 (Robinson (b), seven for 17; Sherley-Price (g),

two for 17).
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JUNIOR COLTS.

Saturday, May 27th, v. Downside. Away. Drawn.
Dowftside-183 for seven, declared (Goodwin (t), three for 41).
School-129 for eight (Geake mi. (b), 41; Hesse (g), 24).

Saturday, July 8th, v. Downside. Home. Drawn.
Dowltside-153 for six, declared (H.usseU tert. (g), three for 37).
School-127 for seven (Russell mi. (d), 47; Geake mi. (b), 27;

Finlay (j), 21).

SENIORS.

Seniors this year has been run on the system by which the
Houses are divided into two groups, the winners of each group being
decided on the American tournament basis; these meet in the final.
This system certainly meets with more approval than the old "knock
out" tournament. It keeps up interest to the end, and does away

with" Challenge Matches," which few people found exciting.
So far three rounds have been played, as a result of which School

House "A" and Parry-Jones' will play in the final.
GROUP I (Parry-Jones', Macfarlane-Grieve's, Ross', O'Hanlon's).

ROU1zd I.

MacfarJane-Grieve's beat O'Hanlon's by an innings and 22 runs
(O'Hanlon's, 123 and 115; Macfarlane-Grieve's, 260 for five,
declared).

Parry-Jones' beat Ross' by 77 runs (Parry-Jones, 226 and 190;
Ross', ) 70 and 169).

Round II.
Parry-Jones' beat Maefarlane-Grieve's by 131 runs (Parry-Jones',

134 and 18+; Macfarlane-Grieve's, 138 and 79).
Ross' beat O'Hanlon's by 9 wickets (Ross', 24-1 and 9 for one

wicket; O'Hanlon's, 114 and 133).
GROUP II (School House "A," School House "B," Brown's,

Elderton's).
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Round I.

School House "A" beat Elderton's by an innings and 32 runs
(Elderton's, 100 and 128; School House "A," 260).

School House" B" beat Brown's by ten wickets (Brown's, 113
and 67; School House" B," 180 and 1 for no wicket).

Round I/.
School House "A" beat Brown's by four wickets (Brown's, 227

and 228; School House "A," 216 and 249 for six).

Elderton's beat School House" B" by two wickets (School
House"B," 121 and 65; Elderton's, 103 and 84 for eight).

No definite results were reached in the third round owing to rain.

THE SENIORS' FINAL.

Played 011 the Upper during the week July 17th to 22nd.
WaIler won the toss and rather surprisingly gave Parry-Jones'

the honour of batting first on a soft, easy-paced wicket. Parry-Jones'
failed to take advantage of this unexpected piece of good fortune,
and by the end of the first day's play had lost eight wickets for
48 runs. If Robinson, who was still in at the close, had been caught
at short-leg off a sharp chance things would have been even worse
for them.

Carey and Young ma. opened the innings to the bowling of
Hopcraft and Picton. Whether it was the dull and threatening
afternoon or the numerous human greyhounds pursuing invisible
hares round the- track, or some other less obvious reason, the first
two batsmen set a standard of melancholy ineptitude, which their
successors tamely followed. The exceptions to this were Robinson
ma. and Macpherson, who were together when stumps were drawn.
The bowlers received no assistance from the pitch, but got it un·
expectedly from the batsmen. Long-hops, half-volleys and full
pitches were treated with equal respect, for although the bowling
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was never very loose, not even the most violent School House
partisan could call it difficult. In fact, until Macpherson arrived, no
one made any serious attempt to look for runs.

Next day, Robinson ma. and Macpherson showed that the
previous day's performance was a great mistake, and that the match
should have started on Tuesday. They took the score to 97 when
Macpherson failed to get hold of a full pitch from Nesbitt and was
well caught by Crawfurd running from short-leg almost to fine-leg,
where he held the ball dangerously near the chin. Bramall kept his
head, while Robinson began to bang the ball about furiously, playing
really well. This wenton till the score reached 137, when, in turning
for a second run, Bramall slipped and was easily run out by the
combined efforts of N esbitt and Hopcraft. Robinson ma. was left
with 84 not out to his credit. He had played well and confidently,
although giving the chance already mentioned, and one to the
wicket-keeper of stumping him near the end of the innings. The
most successful bowlers were Picton, Hopcraft and Wilson. The
School House fielding was extremely keen, little being given away.
Cook and Breay were outstandingly good.

Cook and Picton, after threatening to copy Parry-Jones' opening
pair, settled down to a free-hitting game, taking advantage of some
erratic bowling from Robinson ma. in particular, and of some very
large gaps in front of the wicket. With the score at 77 Robinson mi.
relieved his brother and soon bowled Cook with a full-pitch.
Crawfurd survived only one ball before he too was bowled. Hopcraft,
however, soon got going and with Picton, who was missed in the
slips and at mid-on, carried the score to 140. Hopcraft also was
missed in the slips shortly before time.

On Wednesday seven runs were added before Hopcraft missed
a short ball from Macpherson and was lbw. Most of the remaining
batsmen, without contributing many runs themselves, managed to
stay in while Picton continued towards his hundred and the total
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towards 200. After Picton had made 112 out of 225 he skied a

ball from Prosser, which the bowler held when it finally came down
again. Ninth ant, Picton had played an invaluable innings in his
own peculiar style. He has two great assets, a good eye and a stout
heart. Anything pitched up on the wicl{ets or on the off he hit very
hard and anything at all short on the off he slashed very effectively
through the covers. He was missed four times, so Parry-Jones'
must have been glad to see him go. Yet their pleasure was no doubt
mingled with anxiety, for when the last School House batsman came
in there was still a good twenty minutes left for play and Parry
Jones' were faced with the prospect of a few minutes batting before
play ceased for the day. Having spent the best part of two
afternoons trying to get the other side out, the thing now was to keep
them there for at least ten minutes more. This was safely accom
plished and was surely worth the twelve runs it cost. At 5.35
Robinson ma. went on again at the Sherborne end. With his third
ball he bowled Nesbitt, and Parry-Jones' were reprieved.

Next day Carey and Eldridge reduced the arrears by 21 before
Carey was bowled by Picton, who then made many vain endeavours
to get Murray out on the leg side, and Murray made almost as many
to hit him for fonr or die. Finally, Murray obliged by hitting a low
full-pitch straight at Hopcraft at fine-leg and out he went. Robinson
came in to play his second fighting innings. Eldridge helped him
to take the score to 127 before he was lbw to Hopcraft for a well
played 42. Parry-Jones' were now 28 ahead and time was limited.
Every run was worth two and Prosser came in to score quickly.
After a splendid straight six off Wilson, however, he quietened down
and a good opportunity was lost. At the close the score was 248 for
four, Robinson ma. being 138 not out.

On Saturday, Robinson ma., with useful help from Macpherson,
Young and Mermagen, took the score to 311 for seven, when he
declared, his own share being 172 not out. He hit nineteen fours
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and scored well all round the wicket. It was a magnificent effort

when so much depended on him.

This left School House 213 to get to win the match outright in

two hours and twenty minutes. A great deal depended on how they

fared at the start. If the first wicket could get going then they could

go for the runs; if not, then they must plod along quietly and concen·

trate on staying there without worrying about runs at all. They only

had to see that not more than nine wickets fell, and by the rules of

the competition the cup was theirs.

The start wa!> sensational. Cook hit Robinson mi. for 4 oft his

first ball only to be splendidly caught by Young at mid-on two balls

later off a full-pitch. Crawfurd survived till the score reached 20

when he too went. By now the School House were committed to

the second and more difficult policy of masterly inactivity and to their

credit they succeeded. Hopcraft played a valuable innings of 32,

Breay and Addams-Williams equally valuable ones whose merit

cannot he gauged from a glance at the score sheet. Edwards relieved

the tension by some free hitting before leaving at 131, and there was

a momentary thrill when Mermagen made a wonderful catch at short

leg low down to dismiss Wilson at the same total. Waller helped

Picton to play out the few remaining minute!> and the match was

over. Picton once again had played a splendid innings and he and

Robinson ma. were the outstanding personalities of the match.

Robinson ma. probably mistakenly though none the less gallantly,

bowled unchanged throughout, taking four of the seven wickets that

fell. Macpherson and Robinson mi. also bowled well in both inn

ings, while Parry-Jones' had made a great effort to retrieve their

miserable start, but it was just too much for them. Altogether a
fine match, played keenly and in an excellent spirit throughout.
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School House "A"- W. R. Waller, R. V. Cook, R. D. Hopcraft,
B. A, G. Picton,]. T. A. Wilson, Crawfurd, Breay, Addams-Williams,
Nesbitt, Edwards, Elderton.

Parry-Jones'- B. H. D. Robinson, W. B. O. Prosser, Carey,
Murray, Macpherson, Young, Mermagen, Eldridge, LIeweIlyn,
Robinson mi., BramaIl.

JUNIORS.
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School House "A" 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 4 6
School House" B " 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 10 3
Parry-Jones' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 14 1
Brown's ... 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 6 4

Macfarlane-Grieve's ... 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 3 =7
Elderton's 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 =7
Ross' 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 12 2
O'Hanlon's 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 5 5
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SWIMMING.
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The following passed the Bronze Medallion and Trebles tests :-

BRONZE MEDALLION

(max.56).
A. L. S. AlIen (h)
J. K. Cater (c)
J. D. Devitt (b)
T. H. Doll (d)
R. S. Meakin (d)
J. A. Peters (g)
S. J. D. Robinson (b)
P. E. Bamett (j) }
A. H. Burnett (g)
N. D. Cohen (d)
P. J. Raper (g)
R. M. S. Neave (d) }
E. J. H. Schiele (j)
P. A. Francis (c) }
R.P.Law (d)
J. A. St. M. Sheil (b)
R. N. Cohen (d)
A. M. Forbes (a) I
R. V. D. Moger (g)
H.J.S. Muriel (g)
M. J. Miley (a)
M. C. Connor (g) }
A. D. Macpherson (b)
P. B. Coats (d)
P. H. Geake (b)
R. W. Peverley (h)

R. A. C. Round-Turner (a)
D. G. Higgins (h)
A. W. Young (a)
T. A. Rickard (j)
J. V. Simpson (d) }
E. A. F. Trotman (j)
M. D. Van Lessen (c)
N. S. P. Baron (a) I
J. C. H. utchinson (a)
A. O. S. Jepson (b) ... 42
J. H. J. Maidlow (d)
D. M. Amoore (g) )
W. M. Amoore (g) f
A. S. Peter (j) )
W. P. Harman (g)
C. M. JolIiffe (c) .
G. G. LiIley (a) }
J. H. E. Weber (d)
P.E.H.Alexander (t)}
E. J. P. BouIton (a)
G.J. N. Limebeer (j)
C.J.J.Everidge (a) I
R. A. S. Godfree (j)
R. E. Ticehurit (j) ... 36
C. H. Watts (b)

S. J. D. Robinson (b)
(Silver Medal).

J. F. F. Blandford (d)
J. C. Fegen (g)
T. A. Mead (j)
H. J. S. Muriel (g)

TREBLES.

(mu. 120).
97 E. A. F. Trotman (I)

86t P. F. Kerr-Jarrett (a)
86 G. J. N. Limebeer (j)
79 W. D. Crane (b)
78t M. J. E. Gillam (d)

74

7Ii
70i
70
70
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WATER POLO.

A water-polo match against Bryanston was played in the School
bath on Saturday, July 8th. After the score being three-all up till
the last minute, the School scored again to win 4-3. The play of
neither side was approaching professional, but it was amusing to
watch if only to see Robinson swimming without apparent effort
over at least three opponents one after the other when they were
trying to get the ball. Williams made a powerful centre-forward
who is also rather good as torpedo-cum-battering-ram. The return
match is being played in the Blandford Baths on Saturday, July 22nd.

School-To B. Beresford (a) (goal); P. B. Clarke (d),J. Mair (d)
(backs); B. H. D. Robinson (b) (half); G. N. May (d), A. V.
WiIliams (d), K. H. D. Smith (a) (forwards).
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CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of The Shirbumian.

Dear Sir,
May we enter a protest against the wearing of black socks on

the cricket field? They look ugly and their other disadvantages
are obvious. We hope that next year all boys will be persuaded to
wear white socks for cricket.

Yours, etc.,
P.J.S.
R.V.C.
T.M.H.

B.H.D.R.
A.V.W.

W.R.W.

W.H.D.

K.E.M.
T.V.R.W.

The Bow House,
Sherborne School,

Dorset.
20th July, 1933.

Dear Sir,
In your last number there appeared a short review of the

Dramatic Society's production of" The Merchant of Venice." This
seemed to me, and to several others, inadequate and hardly fair to
the producer and the players. Hence this letter. The Slzirbumiall is
the official record of the School's various activities, and the
Shakespeare Play is the chief dramatic event of the year. Surely it
should be worthily reported.

Criticism, unless well-informed, is worthless; and a dramatic
critic needs two qualifications at least, imagination and some
experience of acting. vVithout these it is impossible for him to
appreciate the difficulties which the producer and players have to
face and overcome, and the measure of their success or failure. In
this instance it was not unreasonable to expect him to have some
knowledge of the play as well. But the article revealed none of these
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qualities. It began as follows: - U This was a good all·round
performance. The play is a dull one...."

I am no advocate of hypocrisy in literary judgments or in anything
else; and if this is your critic's opinion, he is at liberty to expresi' it.
But after all, "The Merchant of Venice" is a familiar play. Your
critic would have acted more fairly had he resigned his task at the
outset to another, who knew how to appreciate what seems to have
been, unfortunately, "caviare to the general."

Yours, etc.,
H. ELDER.

[The Editorial opinion of this play still stands.-ED.J

Dear Sir,
I wish to take the opportunity of thanking Mr. Ross and all

masters concerned for their help in organizing and coaching the
School Cricket.

Yours sincerely,
P. J. SMITH.



NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, Sherborne School, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirbllrnian is published five times in the year, once in the
Lent Term, twice each in the Summer and Michaelmas
Terms.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the· ShirburnilJ1t cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bot'" title
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

All Business Communications with regard to the
Shirburni/ln should be made to the Publishers at The
Abbey Book Shop, The Parade, Sherborne, Dorset, to
whom aIOD!;! Subscriptions should be !?!;!nt.




